
ACRYLIC SHOWER TRAY
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR YOUR PLUMBER

1) Unpack your new shower tray and check for freight or handling damage.
     Report any damage immediately to the source of supply.

2) We recommend that you cut out a section of the cardboard tray packaging and place into the shower tray
     to avoid damaging the product from dropped tools or dirty working conditions.

3) The walls should be checked to ensure that they are plumb and the floor should be checked for level.

4) Our shower trays are designed with an upstand that requires the tray to be fitted hard up against the
     timber framing and for the gib board to sit on top of the upstand. This allows the acrylic liner to cover
     that join between the upstand and gib, creating a waterproof seal. If the gib board has been fitted down
     to the floor and covering the framing where the tray needs to be, you need to place the tray up against
     that area and using a pencil trace along the top of the upstand onto the gib . Remove the tray and cut the
     gib along the pencil line and remove. This will give you the necessary clearance to fit the tray up against
     the framing.

5) Reposition the tray, inserting it into the cavity created by the gib being cutout.

6) Connect the waste trap according to the manufacturer's instructions.
    NOTE additional structural strength can be obtained by gluing the tray to the floor with Sika
    SHOWERBOND adhesive. Please ensure the tray is level and true before the final fixing.

7) The lower images are showing
     A. Additional framework which may need to be installed (in red) to give support to the lining edge and
          wooden fixing for the shower door installation.
     B. The finished installation showing the relative position of the frame, shower tray, wall lining (Gib
          Aqualine) and the acrylic shower lining.


